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the pinch guitar, pinch harmonica, fuzz pedal, and fuzz pedal were developed for use in the native instruments maschine, for use with
the komplete 9 music production system, and to supplement the komplete 9 reaktor ir library. the pinch guitar and pinch harmonica
are ideal for creating custom fingerpicking and harmonica styles. the fuzz pedal is a unique, must-have pedal for creating the classic
fuzz and fuzz-like sounds youve heard in songs by the likes of the beatles, pink floyd, bob dylan, and the byrds. the fuzz pedal can be
used on any guitar, violin, or string instrument. the native instruments reaktor ir library for guitar rig 5 is an incredible collection of
over 2,000 samples, with 500+ new patches and effects from the latest version of the popular ir effects rack. the new version of the ir
library comes with a wealth of new multi-band eqs, 2 rack effects, 4 pedal effects, amp models, cabinet models, and more. in addition
to the new guitar amp models, the new version of the reaktor ir library for guitar rig 5 comes with a collection of amp and cabinet
modeling that has never before been available for such a popular guitar platform. the new ir library comes with a new, modern
interface that is intuitive and responsive to the needs of the user. the reaktor ir library for guitar rig 5 gives you the best possible
experience in ir, whether you are creating new ir-style effects, or simply using the new ir effects rack and amp models. the new remote
app for komplete 12 is a powerful multi-platform control software that enables you to operate native instruments hardware from any
mac or pc running macos 10.8 or higher. this app provides you with one-click access to all the control features of the komplete and
maschine systems, including the essential onboard control surfaces like the synth oscillators, midi keyboard and sequencer, form/sonic
analysis, and much more. you can also access your hardware with these apps from a web browser on your mac, ipad or iphone. simply
choose the remote website from the komplete software browser and follow the simple instructions.

Native Instruments Reflektor IR Library For Guitar Rig WiN MacOS

to get the best out of the reflektor ir library for guitar rig, youll want to install the sample player software for your daw of choice and
add a kontakt instrument to your reaktor library. the download comes in.nki format and is compatible with kontakt 4 and newer. the

reflektor ir library for guitar rig is designed to work with reflektor for kontakt, but you can use it with any daw that has a sample player.
the disk image is protected by a password to make it safe for anyone to install. for detailed installation instructions, see the readme.txt
that comes with the disk image. the reflektor ir library for guitar rig features more than 300 impulse response samples, based on both

real spaces and on hardware reverb processors such as plates, springs and digital units. there are even synthesized irs based on
calculations describing virtual spaces, and you can load your own impulse responses if you need more scope. one advantage of the

fact that reflektor works inside guitar rig is that the designers have been able to create 60 additional presets that draw on other guitar
rig modules too. the reflektor ir library for guitar rig is designed to work with reflektor for kontakt, but you can use it with any daw that

has a sample player. the disk image is protected by a password to make it safe for anyone to install. for detailed installation
instructions, see the readme.txt that comes with the disk image. the reflektor ir library for guitar rig features more than 300 impulse
response samples, based on both real spaces and on hardware reverb processors such as plates, springs and digital units. there are
even synthesized irs based on calculations describing virtual spaces, and you can load your own impulse responses if you need more
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